
Distributed Statistical Learning Algorithms for Dynamic Networks

This is a joint academic-industrial PhD position between Centre for In-
terdisciplinary Mathematics, Department of Mathematics, and Department of
Economic and Cultural Geography at Uppsala University and ACE-Combient
(AI & Analytics Centre of Excellence, Combient AB1). The PhD research will
contribute to novel distributed algorithms for modeling observed patterns of
dynamic networks and detecting anomalies (modeled as deviations from histor-
ically expected patterns) in several application domains, including geospatial
analytics, social media and cyber security as explained briefly below.

The MIND dataset comprises of up to 1.9 million unique telephone users
on a daily basis over multiple years. Any phone use as well as silent handover
when user is passed from one mast to another are recorded in the database.
Each phone activity such as calling, texting up/downloading or, and this is
important, also moving between masts, are recorded and temporally assigned
a time with a precision of five-minutes (making 5 minutes intervals the finest
time-unit of the dataset). This means that the MIND database contains agent-
information (note that the data is anonymised and that the scientific research
using the dataset has been approved for our team by the regional ethics board of
Uppsala [Dnr 2017/205]). From these variables additional agent-level variables
can be constructed that enrich statistics dealing with time and place. The
additional variables include (but are not limited to): Speed and orientation
of mobility, and in combination with location and time of the day, data use
may be used to estimate crude levels of activity such as working, schooling,
travelling, resting, etc. Since the data allow us to refine temporal and spatial
resolution of time, space and activity, we may answer questions relating both
to the role and activity of the user, the role and appearance of place, and the
role and degree of activity in time. And by combining data on agents, place
and time, a complex fabric of activities can be unfolded. Such datasets can be
naturally represented via probabilistic models of spatio-temporal trajectories
over networks of OpenStreet maps. Such a representation can allow for a tree
arithmetic2 over such trajectories directly3. This project will explore distributed
algorithms and data-structures for doing fast and scalable operations over such
cellphone trajectories. Some such explorations include streaming and sketcing

1https://combient.com, Stockholm
2Mapped Regular Pavings, Jennifer Harlow, Raazesh Sainudiin and Warwick Tucker,

Reliable Computing, vol. 16, pp. 252-282, 2012 (http://interval.louisiana.edu/
reliable-computing-journal/volume-16/reliable-computing-16-pp-252-282.pdf)

3Statistical regular pavings to analyze massive data of aircraft trajectories, Gloria Teng,
Kenneth Kuhn and Raazesh Sainudiin, Journal of Aerospace Computing, Information, and
Communication, Vol. 9, No. 1, pp. 14-25, doi: 10.2514/1.I010015, 2012 (http://lamastex.
org/preprints/AAIASubPavingATC.pdf)
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variants of tree arithmetic, lumped Markov chain representations of increasingly
coarser spatial subsets of OpenStreet maps that can make dynamic models of
trajectory behaviours with a view towards detecting anomalies from historically
expected behaviours. This project will be jointly supervised by John Östh4 and
Raazesh Sainudiin5.

Social media networks: Twitter datasets comprised of tens of millions of
status updates are being collected around various national elections via cloud-
computing grants from US-based big data companies like AWS and databricks.
These social media communications between individuals within a population
of interest can be represented as weighted directed networks that encode the
extent of influence between individuals via a Poisson process that can vary
across time 6. Using distributed vertex programs this project will aim to extract
useful information from time-varying weighted networks. This project will be
supervised by Raazesh Sainudiin and potential fusion of social media data with
the MIND dataset will be co-supervised by John Östh.

Computer networks: Combient AB is interested in models of network
traffic within an organisation’s network. The student under an NDA may work
with the network security analytics team at Combinet’s AI & Data Analytics
Centre of Excellence. This project will aim to explore and improve on several
newly proposed methods in nonparametric and semi-supervised deep learning
in order to detect anomalies in network traffic. This project will be supervised
by Raazesh Sainudiin. Academic publications that do not disclose Combient’s
proprietary information are expected from this project.

Tools: Apache Spark has become a standard in the data industry for
production-ready machine learning algorithms that scale over a cluster of com-
modity computers. The project will build on Spark’s resilient distributed datasets
that provide fault-tolerant distributed random-access-memory models, and take
advantage of Spark’s core libraries (MLlib, SQL, Streaming and GraphX) where
possible. Thus, knowledge of the distributed computing framework of Apache
Spark within the Hadoop ecosystem, Scala, Python and integration with C++
would be an advantage.

Scope: The project will involve the development of distributed algorithms
within the Hadoop ecosystem for novel nonparametric and semi-supervised
methods with desirable mathematical properties. The project will result in
academic publications and codes that will deliver generic, novel and scalable
statistical learning methods that are readily applicable to a range of industrial
problems involving dynamic network data streams. The student is encouraged
to have an entrepreneurial vision7.

4Senior lecturer & Associate professor in Geography and GIS, Department of Social and
Economic Geography, http://www.kultgeog.uu.se/kontakt/personal/John_Osth/

5Researcher in Applied Mathematics and Statistics, Department of Mathematics, Uppsala
University, https://lamastex.github.io.

6Kumar Yogeeswaran, Kyle Nash, Rania Sahioun and Raazesh Sainudiin, Seeded by
Hate? Characterizing the Twitter Networks of Prominent Politicians and Hate Groups in the
2016 US Election, 2017 (PDF of Working Paper 816KB) http://lamastex.org/preprints/

2017HateIn2016USAElection.pdf
7https://uic.se/en/
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